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A b s t r a c t

The knowledge of propagators in baokgrounf fields makes

calculation of anomalous dimensions (AD) straightforward

and brief. The paper illustrates this statement by cal-

culation of AD of many spin-гего and one QCD opera-

tors up to the eighth dimension included. The method

presented does not simplify calculations in case of fo-

ur-quark operators, therefore theae arc not discussed.

Together with oalculational difficultire arising for

operators with derivatives this limits capacities of the who-

le approach and leads to incompleteness of some mixing mat-

rices found in the article.
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Introduction

Rapid development of nonlinear gauge theoriea during the

iakit decade brought about the need for adequate aethoda to be

applicable to calculations in perturbation theory.Conrentio-

nal machinery of Тоувшш graphs in ияпу caaea appeared bulky

and ineonrenient for practical purpoeee.lt» aaln disadvanfca-

gea «ret lack of explicit gauge invarlanee and of any natu-

ral uejr to aepaxate the chort-иете fluctuations of fields

froa the long-явлгс onea. w»ueh aeparation la neceaaary for the

a.todlea of operator expasalona «faich ere at preaoar nidely

uaed la noaabelian gauge theorlea.Modexn calotuatloaal teeh»

nlque la baaed on the notion of «sffectlTe Lagraaglaa that

treats different local operatora on equal footing /1/. She re-

cent progreaa in QCS calculationa ia due to the uae of the

background field aethod and some special gaugea, e.g»the fixed

point gauge (PPG). It la often oonreniant to deal with ooordi-

nate rather than aoaantua apace
e
 Schwlnger (see, e«g, /2/) baa

extensively taken advantagea of ZF6 and the baokgroimd field

aethod, regular application of the latter being initiated by

t'Hooft'a paper /3/» Among the recent publications concerning

this aethod I would aention Ref./4/. In Ref./5/ Shlfman give*

detail©* on FPG, aee also the article /6/ by Sallga. The pre-»

aent paper describes a «ay to obtain «noaaloua dlamialone (AD)
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of the simplest QCB operator*. I «hall u>e the background fi-

eld method version which to the beet of my knowledge was

suggested by V.Hovikor and A.Vainshtein. Its detailed presen-

tation was done by Shuryak and Valnshtein, Ref./7/. I shell

remind about this general approaoh in Section 1, following

mostly Ref•/?/ and personal explanation* by V.Hovikov,

M.Shifman,A.Vainshtein, M.Voloahln» I calculate AD of the

gluonie operators with «pin 0 and dissensions d • 4,6 and

d - 8 in Sections 2 and 3 respectively. The simplest opera-

tors including quarks with d - 3*5*7 and spins 0,1 are dis-

eussed is Section 4. The results are giren in Sables 2-9. All

the calculations are based tm the use of table' of T-cor-

relatore of quantum fields (Table 1);see Section 1 for expla-

nations, Sariration of these correlators,the only time-consu-

ming piece of work, is presented in Appendix A.Some interme-

diate formulae from this Appendix may serve for таПоив cal-

culations using the background field method, e.g. for studies

of power corrections to the QCD sum rules. ?or the sake of

convenience all the notations used In this paper are collec-

ted in Appendix 5. Appendix С contains sane formulas on SU(H)

groups. The last Appendix D is devoted to explanation of re-

norsdnvaxianee of operators -£-3— Q*~ and nS^iT ^
a*

any order of the perturbation theory from the point of view

adopted in Section 1 of the main text*
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•section 1. inomalou» dlmensio»* and the background field

method*

In ease of two different aoalee in a problem a email pa-

rameter arises, being the ratio of these scale», and an expan-

sion of physical quantities in powers of this snail parameter

may be sought for. In QCD an intrinsic value of vacuum fluctu-

ations exists that determines the sise of ordinary hadrons/8/»

Thus if some high-energy characteristic in QCD is calculated

the relevant small parameter is the typical hadronic mass di-

vided by energy. Often one cousiderd. as such a characteris-

tic a T-correlator of two currents either at short distance

от near the light cone» She Wilson expansion expresses the

^-correlator through a full set of local operators Q/^ г

The expansion at short distance arises, for instance, in stu-

dies of intrinsic properties of hadrons in connection with the

sun rules method /8/j in this case the operators of "1TV»)""O

dimension should play the main role in eq.(1.1). Expansion ne-

ar the light cone appears important for consideration of the

deap inelastic .•:•: lepton scattering offhadrons /9/f

this time operators of the lowest twist (dimension minus Lo-

rents spin) dominate in eq.(1*1). However expression (1.1) re*

mains meaningless untill the n6rraelization point of operators

involved is specified. If one takes account of normalisation,

the expaneion appears nonanalytlcal and the coefficients o ^

depend weakly (logarithmically) on x
2
 Instead of beln* coa-
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•teat /10/. This dependence is determined by AD of the opera-

tors.

Operator (2/ is said to be normalized at Euclidean

point t/ , if ite matrix elemete between gluons and quarks

2 2
with momenta squared p •* - и are the same as they would

Ъе for free particles, i.e. quantum (loop) corrections are ze-

2 2
ro by definition if p ••» - u . Once such an operator occurs

2 5.
In operator expansion, all virtual momenta in loops «1th q<u

are ascribed to matrix elements of (0 , while those with

2 2
q > u - to the matrix eleme expansion coefficients Cj. .The

c
nk

 sr9 t h u e f u n c
'

t i o n B
 °* M * and one can study their de-

2

pendence on the normalisation poiat L rather than on x »

Рог this purpose an approach based on introduction of effee-

tire Lagrangian is convenient.

In this formalism the local operators $•. added with

small coefficients ^. (as-, a snail perturbation) to the

standard QCD Lagrangian.are treated on equal footing with the

first two terms in eq.(1,2). (Of course the only sensible is

the first order in €; •) Thm linear-in- £«. terms of

the generating functional, built from bagrangian (1e2) give

matrix elements of operators

What йо«в the normalization point choioe mean in terms

of the effective Lagrangian approach? For external momenta
9 9

squared jp • - U quantum corrections are absent by deflnl

tion. In this case the fields 4r(k) and <t(u) can be
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considered classical or background «a they are alternati-rely

termed* I shall denote them by

Let me strees She background fields dependence on the norma-

lization point и • Ae to the quantum effects, they imply

the possibility for jj- and Q to fluctuate around Д

and ^4; * ffixese fluctuations are described by "quantum"

bagrangian (1.2) prescribes the integration measure in the

continual integral over quantum fields* After gluonic field

and quark field Й are replaced by

eq.(1.2( looks ae follows:

(1.3)

г

In eq.(1.3)^zf
 e f f
 la subdivided into three different term»:

"
 c

c l
 includes backgrotmd fields only* Areraging отег '

baclcground fields is new done, they do not appear in loop*»
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•that 1* they her» a diagramatieal ветше of external (back-

ground) lines in one-partlelt-irreduolble graph*.

la a total multiplyer In tho path integral and ha* no influ-

enoe on the quantum effects»

She pieoe ^£ of the effective Lagrangian,which ie

quadratlo In quantum field*, determines the one-loop quantum

correction* that are the «object of our further, discussion,

o C (3) contein* the third and higher power* of quanttm

fields and 1* relevant for many-loop diagram*• She analysis

of higher loop* 1* beyond the яворе of thi* paper.therefore

e ^ (3)
 i #

 ignored in «hat follow*.

Operator* ([/
L
 in eq.(1.3) are «ubdiTided into three

part* aooording to the ваше principle: @?—(0. »+ф- "+/Р-М-

Тот example, this «xbdiTieion in ease of operator

v-
look* like '

1 &Ъ^Фь\(
1
г$

while (y j2) iaolndes term* of the third and forth powers

in quantum field».

All the oovariant derivatives in eqs»(1
v
3f4) n d eleewhe-

re in thi* paper are formed by mesas of the background gluon

field A\ in*-Uad of the fell field J?^t
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J ^ J V * j j О -> J "

In principle, when separating oontributione of baotrgound

and quantum fields to the Lagrengian (i.D.aome texne linear

la quaatuic fields could ariee. To avoid this overcomplicatioa

(to exclude tadpole diagra?ae) the background fields should Ъе

chosen to satisfy the elassioal equations of notion (EM) that

correspond to

(1.6)

A few words are in order about the gauge fixing in

eq.(1«3<). The gauges of quantum d
H
 and background

fields bear no relation to each other and can be specified

independently. She approach we us» retains explicit gauge

lnrariance with respect to the background field, i.e. Д en-

ters all the intermediate formulas (not only the final an-

0vr«r) through nothing but (-. *J <),. • therefore it is

convenient to specify the quantum field gauge eorariantly

with respect to frackgroimd field, namely, Ъу introducing in

a quantum-field-gnuge-noninrarlant t e m

together with the corresponding ghosts (^L4Mi,+&
Al
 Ц" *» in-

dicated in eq.(1,4). It is also eonrenient to us* the fixed

point gaoge (7PG) for tl-з baekgroynd fieldt ХьД£б<)»0. Thi-m

gauge permits * local expression of Д* through (£*
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«to». We shall need PPG only In Appendix k,

there ita detailed presentation is given.

Prom thie time on all the moment*, are assumed to oe

Euclidean. The path integral, which is determined by the ef-

fective Lagrangian normalised at point jn. , contains by de-

finition average over eoft vacuum fluctuations with virtuali-

ties q
2
< u

2
, while hard fluctuation* with q

2
>!4

2
 are inclu-

ded la the definition of &L.
9
ff(h)*

 T h e
 effective Legrangiana

normalised at different points u
<
 < и are oonnected as fol-

lows:

(1.7) o

Inequality Щ< q < U | determines virtualitiee of

Д С? чьг - lines is loops*

These are the background fields, quark masses, coupling

constant and coefficients €.^ that depend on H la the

effective bagrangian. Therefore eq.(1.7) Interrelates the

sets of variables l Д^ Т£ "̂ Г Ч т , £ л Ц at different norma-

lisation point* L • Currently any usefull lafoznation can

be obtained fro» eq
#
(1«7) only by means of the perturbation

theory In coupling constant g, sensible in the asymptotic

freedom domain» !••>• at sufficiently high M<|*In the one-lo-

op approximation

Лк) stands for the operator ([/ «xpreased through

background fields taken at point k • the average over fluctu-

ations u!| <Д
2
< И I in 14,(1*7) will be denoted by
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Equation (1.7) is illustrated In Figure 1.

Pig.1a present* graphs desoribing the «ay the fluctuation*

of quantum field* generate an effective interaction of the

background fields which ia of the вате type *• the interaction

given in the fundamental Lagrangian O£QCJ)«
 Tn* virtualitiss

in loops are between U^ and ti2» The values of diagrams

collected in Pig.1a are well known: in the one-loop approxima-

tion and with £t-• 0 eq.(1.7) implies, that

Here &** 3^A-J^pnp ie the firat. coefficient of the ^

Gell-Шпп - bow function S(V)= _^*й.(|^ в»
4
 ^jLi^

1

In other words, the graphs shown in Pig.1a lead to renormall

zstion of the background fields,coupling constant and masses:

ЙЦ'
 t h e

 field ЙЦ is unrenormalieed;

Diagrams of Pig.1b desoribe the generation of effeotire

interactions like ц
;
 ( x^£j e*c# by *ne ̂ vndaments!l Lag-

4v 9
rangian оС-лдо* However there' is no such effect in LLA, the

interactions being supressed by powers of M" .(In

words, if every ^ i ^ 2 ^ " °*
 t a e n

 ^ î  hi' **• *
l e o a e r e

within ЫЛ.)
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Figs«1c,d «how the way the renormalisation of ooeffivi-

ents £ • arises. Operator Ц is chosen for an example.;

The vertex corresponding to €.(Q-a.&Q^> added to eSfoQjj ia

denoted by heavy dot. Graphs including self-energy correcti-

ons to external lines (P4g,1d) are taken into account by re-

normalization of background fields according to eqs.(1.8).

Other diagrams (Pig.ic) are peculiar for the operator (D and

should b e specially calculated in every new case.

Рог a multiplieetively renormalieed operator (i/ the

product €i(u)(D(u) is renorminvariant by definition*^! for

any и it is this combination with no extra /«-dependent

factors that enters the effective Lagrangian

(In other words,. the interaction due to operator (Q of
2 2

particles with momenta squared p • -W depends on h only

through ^Гм) with no quantum corrections.) In the one-

-loop approximation ^СР(н£)>х
' f^y

c
fl^^Yh)

 a n d
 according to

(1.9) .

The renormalieation group ideas are known to allow iteration

of the one-loop result (1.9) /10/, In the leading logarith-

mic approximation ( Ш О we obtain from eq.(1.9):

'Of oours* in case of operators fe| *&& X ^ tvm. the fun-

damental Lagrangien ^CQQJ) this statement implies renorminva-

riance of j 2 ^ ^ * and fn^f (o*.Appendix D ) . '
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Therefore the renormlxnrarianee of С(к)Ц)[т^л any order of tbf

perturbation theory ie equivalent within LLA. to resorminvari-

алое of the product Ц*(м)1
+
^ (Q(k) * У *••

 t n e
 anomalous,

distension (AD) of the multiplicatively «normalized operator.

In general ease of several "^T
tT>
e operators eq.(1.9)

should be replaced by»

Matrix «/Цл* is the miTtng matrix of operators Ю- i its
J
 l

eigenvectors determine oultlplioatively renoraalised opera-

tors and respective eigenvalues give their anomalous dimensi-

ons.

Not only nonlogarithmio and manyloop corrections are neg-

lected in eq,(1.1O), quark masses are also ignored* la fact

eq.0.10) is valid with the accuracy of О(й
1
 —\, JL ) ,where

m and M are masses of light (i.e. ш < Ь ) and heavy

(M >u } quarku respectively; in practice m • ̂  ^
 (
. If к

and и are chosen so that mass of aomm quark appears betwe-

en them, eq.0.10) requires an obvious modiflcetloa*?or examp-

le, let U-\-oC o
c
« Hg»

 T b e a tiie
 chermed-quark-loop's contribu-

tion to (1.10) contains In J?2-- instead of У^/^^.

For the з&ке of brevity I assume that there is a single quark

field. Indeed it is not difficult to sun up the result over

several light quarks.

The logarithmic dependence on и at the coefficients in
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the operator expansion (1.1) cones from the diffirence of AD

of operators (Q^ and current» J J . In ease of the deap

inelastic scattering С
Л1
,($г%/м ere proportional to the mo-

ments of hadroaic structure functions, so that AD determine

directly the experimentally measurable deviations from sca-

ling г dependence of momenta on the momentum traasf er& The

operators of leading twist - the most essential in this pro-

blem - can be rather easily studied by conventional diagrams

For hsdronlc sum rules AD кте also of interest from a

somewhat different point of view* What is exactly required is

the knoledge of matrix elements of various operators inoluded

in the expansion (1.1). It is often possible to comment on

these matrix elements at low energies (low normalization

points), when the reasoning.based, for instance, on the vec-

tor dominance, PCAC or factorisation hypothesis is valid* Af-

ter shift to higher energies evolution of these matrix ele-

ments is described by AD of the operators* Calculation of AD

of the high twist operators with dimensions d>4,5 (be they

even sealers) using Feynman graphs is rather difficult. She

method described below enables one to achieve d«8 without

great efforts, likewise some other operators beyond the scope

of this paper can be studied*

The calculation af AD is based on eq.(1*7)« In order to

obtain K.(D(t42f> one •hould express the background fields in

(CLjJkA through those taken at point Ji^ (this corres»

ponds to diagrams of Fig.id) and find the average of /0 ao.

over quantum field fluctuations (cf.Fig.1c), the weight being
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•X J • E
e
g. for the above operator (1.4) the arera—

ge ^ (p N is expressed through I-correlatowi of quantum

fields aa follows*

Here ^
v
= f^-^^f and <^>,^у40>. Ihe oorre-

lators appeared in (1*11) are rather complicated. la LLA we

are interested only in terms proportional to JL~-T L\& •

These terms for the simplest T-correlators are listed in Tab-

le 1. This table permits to find easily ^СР
ах1
Ъ *

ог а п
У

QCD operator that is gauge inrariaat and does not contain de-

riyatiTea. In partioular, thia is sufficient for disoussion

of soalar operators the eighth dimension included. For hi-

gher dimensions new operators like Q «tjQ arise, to calcu-

late their AS Table 1 should be enlarged.

Below I am going to use frequently equations of motion

(EM) eq.(1.6). let me argue that their terms with £*c> are

in fact inessential for AD calculations. These terms could be

operatire only in diagrams of Pig.1a, alnoe only the first po-

wer of £• is sensible. Howerer it will be shown that ope-

rators f-£r£v)*(see Section 2) and л"Л'^-/ч)в (see Secti-

on^) transform under renormallsation only among themselres,

, quite Independently from EH (In other words SH hare no influ-

ence on the ralues of diagrams of Pig.1a).

To finish this Section I present briefly the algorithm

for calculation of AD of a gauge invariant operator
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1) Gluonlc and quark fields that enter £? should be

subdivided into the background and quantum part*: JJ
к
=А*10.и

TV- J* T J>
Cr= x_ •+ Ц/. Tb* operator itself is to be delivered in the

form &—&La-i-(£L +... • ^ e l лет±л1т>1г>£ only background

«.id. Y 4, 4;

(this is the only «ay gluonie field //* can enter a gauge
г

invariant operator, g is introduced tor convenience). & a

embraces all the terms quadratic in quantum fields.

2) If (^ contains an arbitrary power of gG and the

k-th power of feraionic fields "5^* ~^£ then

Besides, factors of |l " * T ^ ^ 1 •"* 1'" 3Cpfl Z ] for each
power of g and m_ respectirely should be inserted in

r«h«s. of eq.(1«12)t of. eq.(1.8).

3) With use of Sable 1 of I-correlatore of quantum fields

one should calculate <^^.4"> ""• Я*/, ̂  &2e/fa/)

She answer is expressed through local operators formed from

background fields. They do not obligatory ooinoide with &
c
i

since (p oan mix with other operators.

4) The sum of (fi&Sf'z) *
n
* <(?&ааУ defines a

row of the ««fTinc matrix* it determines what form the opera-

tor Cp requires in the process of renormali«atien. She

- ^ Cf-hy<lA/,J0 lilies re»



* 0•no* of product £* 0 (is LLA). Cf,»q»(1#9)
dissuasion after this equation*

Numerous application of this algorithm are investigated

in Sections 2-4» In this way a number of квота AD can be

easily reproduced and some of yet unkniwn one* calculated.

Appendix A explains how to derive the formulas of Table 1

crucial for this metaod.

Section 2. Anomalous dimensions of spin-sero gluonle opera-

te, rs. Low dimensions.

Let us list independent scalar and pseudosoalar QCD

operators with d ^ 6 .

Scalar*:

J

Operators cf higher dimensions can transform under remorma-

lisation into themselves and into other operators of the

same or lower dimensions, the respective positive power of

quark mass m arising ±a the latter ease* Xhe inverse trans-

formation of operators of smaller dimengions Into those of

higher dimension* i* forbidden in LLA, because tfcere if no

way for negative power of mass to appear in this approzima- .

tion* Othex scalar structures can be reduced to the already

enumerated onest
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«..,

Here "%р -*ч£*»4$& i e -fchet d u a l Sioonic tensor.
J J s/ J

Pseudoscalars;

Like it was in the scalar ease there are algebraic relations

between pseudoscalar operators:

•Jhie Section contains calculation of АБ ot С •fir с

(the both are sero), Й ^p (it waa recently elsewise found

in R*f./1i/> and й*-^
2 1
 (this AD was unknown). AD of the

two last operator» appears «qua! to one another; in 1ЛЛ with

во quark» (i.e. in ptar* gluodynaoies) renorminreriante are
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In fact, numerous four-quark operator» have been oslted

In eqa.(2.1,3). Their AD are easy to calculate and they are

well known /8/(see also JRef./11/)« On the other hand. In Т.ЪД

in the chiral limit (i.e. when о • 0) these operators can

only transform one into another, since their conversion into

-*7^ or -7?T in one loop is obviously forbidden* Due to

unclear.reaaon the inverse transformation of -^ into

four-quark operators is also absent, though In principle -u>

could transform into fffc'fe.i #(ИЧ« point «as already aen-

tiond in Ref./I1/.) Thus the problem of calculation of the

four-quark-operators mi-ring matrix in the one-loop approxima-

tion and in the chiral limit becomes a quite independent one.

At the same time, to be solved, it does not require any pecu-

liar technique, the volume of calculations being mainly de-

termined by multiple application of Pier» identities and

not simplified in our method* Therefore I disregard comple-

tely four-quark operators* Note only that the mixing matrix

of such operators with spin two has been found in Ref./7/,

neglecting mixing with gluonic operators (this miring surely

arises for spin two, though small numerically). Also mention

that mixing matrix of four-quark operators with operators of

lower dimensions (beyond the chiral limit, m_j* 0) has not be*

en calculated till now.

neither can (tfjp*)
within LLA, while its transition into UYA

realy takes plape.
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I «hall eoat back to other spla-sero optrators from

(2*1,3) In section 4« where renonaalieation of the energy-mo-

mentum tensor «ill be also discussed. To complete Section 2

let us derive tbe evolution of gluosic operators. The whole

calculation i» presented"in live else", its brevity веете im-

pressive* Arrows correspond to steps of the algorithm siren

in Section 1*

< 2
-

6 )

The first вхтокя eorresposde to decomposition (у.-^Ю,t/u +...

/ idi 'I
1
*

At this place it is Important that the background field /\ ,
f

satisfies БИ (1
#
t)« Thee* equations may be used together

with partial integration, possible, in turn, because opera-

tors have been defined as terms ot en effective Lagrangian*;

The second arrow iispliee, first, the background field renor-

mallsatlon is . (P\£l ^*Ьв
*

 l e
 trivial is the ease under

consideration,recall that gG is unrenornalised, gG -»-gG)

^ Thvm one should be oarefull when, say, weak interavtions

are introduced, as they can make QCD-full derivatives ope-

rative» Of course it is straightforward to take all full de-

rivatives into aocount*
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•ad.» —еоиД» averaging d^iqu

 o v e r
 qtiantum fluctuations,

i.e. substitution of <$?iq
U

<
/' *

o r
 ^ q u

# T n t l a e
* ̂ Ч***** **•

(2.6) expresses /j^/., 4 through <£^^ *n* ^ Я Л ^ • ̂
i e

next step of the algorithm is the substitution of these corre-

lators from formulas (1.1,3) of Table 1 into eq,(2.6). Each

square bracket in (1.3) corresponds to an item in the third

term of the following expression

in r.\ . / I . . 1L * _ J _:ГГк -~~'-l> . . _*E*V'1

The term — 4(ду/,Ц is uue to ^-f\\v} *
 T h e l d e

° -

tity Qj*OG)<fO*
uStl

t>
 D e s i d e s

 i*
 t n e
 Bianohi iden-

tity (fcjG ) ,3. О чИ.\1 frequently appear. It remains to

into eq. (2.7) to receive the final answers

2 2
The zero AD of operator g G in LLA in pure gluodynamica is

in accordance with its proportionality to the trace of сопвег-

2

Ted energy-momentum tensor in the leading order in g •

The form of BM (1.7) is inessential for derivation of

eq.(2.8), Together with analogous propertie of operator

(
c f #

 Section 4) this shows that operator» of

the fundamental QCD Lagrangian do not transform within LLA. in-

to any other possible operators from e^latt *° •?*•*• °*

that such operators enter EM (1.6); in particular, this means

that terms including €t- in eq.(1.(f) do not effect AD
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calculation* in LLA,

Hert operator - 4 "ч£#Г - is a total derlvatire; thus

it cemnot mix with anything else (total deriratire is equira-

lent to eero in effeetlye Lagrangian)* From this moment the

first two steps of our algorithm and also the incorporation of

factors (i—SLCpot-lJ) due to < Й
А
Л * 1 1 1 be denoted Ьи a

single arrow.

(2.9)

Operators of the sixth dimension can be considered likewise:

&ckets -I

, which leaves only terms antisymmetrical both in ab

Multiplication of expression is brackets tines -̂  ц is an-

and

The last transition here follows from Integration by parts and

subsequent application of EM ^X^~ -^ЗД IJtY.
 Р

"У •*-

tention to nontriTial cancellation of terns containing four-
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-quark operators and also to a high rtlum of AD of

ia QCD 6CA-18.

She pseudoscalar operator of the sixth dlMsaian isi

Again the last arrow is not equality: Integration by

parts and uee of Bianehi identity are implied*
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Section 3. AD of epin-eerc gluonlc operators of the eighth

dimension.

There are three types of operators with d«3:

Those with four quark fieliie do not transform within LLA into

3
A
 and dc not effect the values of AD of G

4
; i.e. the

TT»-;Ting matrix is triangular (on the contrary, it would hardly

be sensible to consider evolution of (?4) -1^ disregarding

possible conversion of G* into it) * Unfortunately nothing

prevents intermixing of G* with operatore like

Table 1 is not sufficient for investigation of the latter ty-

pe operators and I limit myself to a pure "acadraic" prob-

lem: tc calculate mixing: matrix of only gluonie operators

with d«6 ae if there were nc fermione.

Claesification of these operatore depends on the number

of colors, for № 3 there are fewer Independent operators

than for H>4. This is due to existence of relation (C,21)

between d-symbols that is peculiar to SU(3), EverywtL-ere in

this Section Н-Э (also formulas for the ease of (1-2) can

Ъе easily obtained from the below expressions). According to

Appendix C, six soalar mat three pseudosoalar operator* occur

fer 4-8.
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Sealara*

(3.3)

Paeudoeoalars t

(3.4)

Let ue derive their ̂ л-пп^ aietrlee** Some formulae concerning

SU(3), that are of use for thie purpose, are collected In Ap-

pendix C.(Hote -that there are no dlffloultie* in ainilar cal-

culations for H >3, «haterer one needs may Ъе found in Ap-

pendix С - but it is hardly uaefull, so I ahall not waste ti-

me» For large V the AD of gluonio operatora inereaae ал X).

For each pair of operatora (3*1«3) calculatione for the two

operator* are different only at the last stage. Therefore X

discuss» for instance,- only (S)*-^p"%p) • *° obtain express-

eions for ff^^)
 o n e

 eh
o u
l* «"it tild* ia ell the forau-

laefor
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In the ease of operator (g G ) all the dual tensors G

should be replaced by G. Further formulae for these two ope

rators no longer coincide.

(3.6)

Calculations for operators (3.2,3) are quite analogous*

To deal with the last two terms 1л this expression the for-

mula* (C.I6) and (C.7) respectively are ueefull. la ШСЭ)
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8С
Д
»24. The remained itm has already been found when discus-

sing $ 5 and £7g. Note only that fojr ^ the elans of ell

second terms in brackets should be reversed. ;

The answer for the next operator is already clear:

I
(3.8)

At last we discuss operators (3*3) with d-symbols.In process

of calculation the formula (C.26) should be applied.

Лг« г
/ 3 ч3 ч ч
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Hot* that terms of different symmetry is e and Ъ are writ-

ten down separately, also antisymmetry of Цл_Ц g., in J5jg

and 6"V is used*

Again the answer for the seoond operator (3*3) can be obtai-

ned straightforwardly from eq.(3<>9):

(3,10)

•

After dlagonalization the raJring matrix defines multipliea-

tirely renormallsed operators and their AD»
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d?
c
 [l-

е>х

Coefficients are detetmined with aocuracy of 556. .

Calculations for peeudoscalar operators (3*4) need no-

thing of new, in fact, the already presented formulas contain

the answers. The result, the ̂ -«ing matrix of pseudoscalar

d«8 operators, is given in Table 7. Here I present the mul-

tiplieatively renornalieed pseudoscalars and their AD.

(0> ~№
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Section 4. AD of operators containing quark fields,

Zhis Section la devoted to Inreotigatlon of operators

that include* besides gluonic fields, also two quark ones,

I begin with the slaplest operators like qq, then discuss

renormslizatlon of the energy-momentum tensor(EMT). In the

end of this Section AD of d«5,7 scalar operators are calcu-

lated»

She only new moment with respect to purely gluonic opera-

tors considered above, is inclusion of renomalisation factors

for fermiomic background fields and паяв: L f-ic-o
1
^ 7 for

 в т в
~

ry • "5f
 вг
 1±Г "^ b~3C

F
4

2
Z] for each power of

mass. Ibis vtateaent follows from the answer for the fermio-

nic self-energy diagram and is well known in QED end QCD.

Tr denotes trace over both spinor and color indices, V stands

for number of colors. Iota «I
1
»"

1
^ with identity operator.

It follows inmedeately from (4.1) that AD of / H ^ ^ T is

sero in LLA. This is true, of course, in any order of pertur-

bation theory, beyond ELA, in fact, by definition of mass.

(One can say that AD of mass equals -3C
?
 due to eq.(4»1)

and renormlnTavianoe of ?

< 4 и
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'Vector current ie conserved, therefore its AS is a priori ее-

го. Hot» that this time ~l*{4(*Xy jY
s
 ; Tanishes only after со-

lor averaging 1* done: ^ = ujt*' T t ^
v
 = C.

 Ilie
 axial current

ie conserved in the chiral limit in ELA. Therefore it cam mix

but with operators containing mass. Since no pseudoscalar ope-

rator of the second dimension exists, the АБ of axial current

is zero:

(4.f)

J С

These elementary results are presented, here to make the story

complete and to demonstrate the automatism in calculations

achieved by emploing the Table 1• Let me study now two tri-

vial operators containing derivatives.

Equations of motion are used here
 0
 namely )£i ^

Of oourse, IS of operator м ^ у ^ ч ; .if calculated inde-

pendently, also equals -3C_,

Since EM ~^£}'&^Г
'^±*0 -IU. traneition of this operator into

f
1
-^

 i e f o r b i d d # t t
» Indeed, foramla (1.7) 1mm tfcfcle 1
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iaplles ta*t ,

She energy-momentum tensor is conserved and its AD vanl- 4

ahes. First consider classical Е Ю * Like it was done in Sec-

tion 2 it is straightforward to derive evolution of gluo-

nic part of EHTt 6

2
Let me omit for a while the G term, already studied in S.2.

Making use of formula (2.3), we find that

where » ~ JK \fi~~3> P~.~3^f» e enters these expressions after
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the background field G renormalisation is taken Into acco-

unt (note that it is the product gG which is renormlnva-

riant). Quite as it should be, in pure gluodynamics 6jz'~*6ji'.
1 J ' •

The number of quark flavors la included intc Tp- £O

Ihen introducing fermions, the evolution of their cont-

cal EMI is QM^~ &*У~+ &<•* • Under renormalisation the fer-

ribution to EMT should also be accounted. The full symmetri-

cal ЕМГ is QM~ £-> У~*~ ̂ fc
v •

 U n d e

mionic piece transforms as follows:

(4.9)

Thus,combining eqs. (4*8) and (4.9), one assures

1i
—~ %.„ *••• vanishing of AD of

verified^ Eq.(4.9) 1дф11ев also an important property of

operator ~^£(iZ) ~l^}\ *o be renorainvarlant irrespecti-

vely of EM. (1.7), cf. Sections 1,2. A few word$ about the

ЕМГ trace are in turn now.

9^- |
 t
<V i^

( 3C
p
 is AD of mass). The renormLnvariance of &нн is in

agreement with eq.(2.8) ̂ Lch asserts invariance of combi-

nation a^C — T'^e[l*^'^£.'^£ together with renorminva-

riance of J

I proceed to calculation of AD of operators of the

fifth dimension. Only spins 0 aad 1 will be considered,though

во special difficulties occur for higher spins.
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Scalar operator:

Only one of the two latter correlators is given in Table 1,

but this does not matter since the two terms differ only by

Hermitean conjugation*

The term with derivative in formula (1,8) of Table 1 has be-

en transformed by application of EM: *£.£)" -~Z£[t~Z&J?

The calculation (presented in eq.(4.11)) shows innnodeate-

ly that the answer for ft flavor non-singlet operator (i.e.

with q and q standing for different flavors of quarks)

differs from (4.11) only by absence of mixing with g G .

Such non-singlet operator has been considered by Shifman,

Vainshtein and Zakharov in Ref,/12/, their result was recent-

ly reproduced in Ref./11/, AD of Una^£^KjSiJ^ is equal

to 2С
д
-8С

р
.

?3eudoscalar operator:

(4.12)
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The «ay from eq.(4.11) to (4.12) is straightforward and no

detailes are required. Again,to obtain the answer in ca*ie of

different quarks, it is enough to omit mixing with GG in

(4.12).

Vector operator;

r

lly ^

SLQ
 c a n

 be thrown away due to EK (see eq.(B.49))

Final

•(4.

This AD ie known from Hef«/7/. In case of rector operato* of

d«5 (V2̂ . the answer for nonffiaglet operator coincides

with eq. (4.13).

Pseudovector operator does not require a special conside-

ration. In ihie case ЕЖ permits oaiting of ~Sl(^. v v* У=. О

(see eq.(B.5O)). , •

?or different quarke the term lg
2
b is absent, t'n.

. I conclude this Section with a brief discussion of spin-

-zero operators of d>7. There are five scalar and five pseu-

doec»lar operators with two quark fields.
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Sealers:

The interrelations pointed in (4.15) «re based on general

formulae

Pseudoacalars:

3

Operators with two quark fields, containing derivati-res can

be reduced to operators listed in eqs.(4.15g17) and to some

operators of lower dimensions (see *qa.(B.6O
(
61)).

Let me proceed to the nixing matrix calculation. As usu-

ally formulas for many correlators are identical* In essence

only three different calculations should be done* Below I

restrict myself ts> the ehiral limit т_»0, i.e. neglect,

mixing with operators of lower dimensions.
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Formulae (2.8),(4.1> are used In this transition. Further

calculations give:

0

Hot all at these operators are independent.One may take ad

vantage of formulas (4.1,6) and (5.60,61) In further trans-

formations.

She already presented formulas for u 1 7 define also evolu-

tion of three other operators of the same type:

u- 1 9 )

I

"l
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Let me describe similar calculations for the next eet of

operators:

ила + A/
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25)

Calculations for the two remained operators with f-symbole

are a bit more conplioatedaThe following foraalas may be of tuy

v 4W
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Scalar operator.

The second term in this expression originates from

I'itf <̂  чЧ -v > Consider now the last term

г
а
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Prom tnle it is easy to obtein "the evolution of both operators

+ Гоиг-querk operator}

+ four-qa-гк operstor. '
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< Рог both operator* nixing with four-quark structures arises

(e.g. with (Щ^Ц, /Ijfe^"^) )'
Z d 0
 "^ calculate AD of

four-quark operators (though Table 1 is quite enough for this

purpose), во the mixing matrix for d»7 operators is not found

completely,

I beleive that the considered examples demonstrate the

possibility of simple AD calculations for a wide class of

QCD operators. If necessary one can easily use formulas of

Table 1 to calculate m.1 zing matrices of operators with higher

dimensions and spins от to find mi-ring of already discussed

operators with relevant four-quark ones. Also, every integ-

ration by parts and application of equations of motion were

mentioned in the text, so it is straightforward to receive

modified formulas in case when full derivatives are operative.

It is much more difficult to enlarge Table 1 * This would be

neeeseary for discussion of gluonic operators with derivati-

ves, Material of this paper can hardly help in calculation of

their anomalous dimensions.

I am deeply indebted to V.A.lTovikov, M.A.Shifman,

A.I.Vainshtein and M.B.Voloshin for detailed and patient

discussions. I take an opportunity to express my sincere

thanks to L.B
e
0kun and M.B.VolosMn for their kind care.
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Table 1, I-correlators of quantum fields in the logarith-

mic appro3cLaatioa.

Notation: [^
 л
^ ^ J^ , ц

 =
 у

j '

Arrows instead of equality signs implies omiting of ECEIO-

garitiunic terms in propagators.

ce / й

С/

й

4 J^T" «^("-ч «б*' ̂ «г! ° ч '?;"*"^(

1
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' i t 1 r > = + 2
о

irr ~ w 4$

i + 3 4-
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f t

(l.C)

(L%) ip>- 3
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i s j

г ?

J •'
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ТаЪ1е 2. Mixing matrix of scalar operators of dimensions

3 - 6 » Pour - quark operators are not included. The teb-le

contains coefficients in front of
f t U*
77

r
^
 J

A • Their

A
numerical values in QCD, i,e. when 11-3, Сд»К»3, C

p
« -_,'=
3t]

are given in brackets. T
p
*
 ?
n

p
, n

p
 is the num- .

ber of light quarks, in practice Пу-3. Notation

lj.\[eP-L)$ implies renorminvarianoe of the product

(••4)

-I4CW 0

(-2/3)

0 '

Comments. • -

1. Blanks correspond to impossibility of eonversio: into

operators of higher dimensione within Ы А . " • -

2. Mixing vt.i^£djjSjJJ£. # « 4 ' ^ C ' ie Po«i»l* only
in the flavor-singlet case, otherwise» if quark fields are

different, the entry is sero*
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lable 3. Xixlag matrix of d«3-6 peeudoaealar optrmtora.

Four-quark operators ar* not Included*

0

0

•(tie)

0

!fCR

0

•tJsrx

fox ft, л

</»T. fUvoi

0 (-a)
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2аЪ1в 4» Mixing matrix of d«3-5 vector operators.

0

Comment. Equations of motion enaor* that

for d«5

Table 5.

tors»

aetrix of d«3-5 pe#udorector opera-

0

CosnentJLccordlog to EM

for d-4 V A I ̂ /Y-*- о • 4iS21( *¥•*• o-

fox- 4»5
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Table 6, Mixing matrix of (only) gluonlo operator* of i«6.

Color group is SU(3) or SU(2), the raluea of coefficients

for the latter ease are indicated In brackets. Uote that

in Zbly.) d
a b c

- 0.

V *

V'' : -*-V/ !
~ il i "*" О/<2 '

! 1

i !

• i

I i i
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Table 7. Mixing matrix of gluonic pseudoecalar opera-

tor* of d-8. Color group 18 SU(3) [SU(2)|.

-12 1-12]

-5o 1-Й

-/5" .'.
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Table 5. A piece of mixing matrix of d«7 scalar operators.

Only operators with two quark fields are incorporated. Un-

der renoraalization the structure itf'.V&r V ) i 7 ̂  ̂

converts also into a four-quark operator. The quark mass

is taken to be zero (the chiral limit)*

Й. Щ к1 ,;Цц **

а'.-Ц^ХША)

..г~ЛтАА£.<

2. ь//

! /" 2. '•

зм* з

^ a".'

i - 2
I Ъ

_ 2
3

- |
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Table 9. A piece of mixing matrix of d«7 pseudosceler opero-

tors, 2be last of the five operators can also transform into

a foyr-quark structure.

a eri

ft 4)
г
'ъ

42

9 i

ft 3 tJ

Г-1)

-V
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-t- *•»•

Li)

f v
Pigiire t. Illustration to eq.0.7) which relates effective
Lagrangiana at different normalization points.

Notation: Wavy and atright lines stand for gluonic and qu-

ark propagators. Thin and broad lines denote quantum and

background fields respectively. All one-particle-irreduci-

ble graphs has only broad lines as external ends.
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